sMarT growTH – an economic imperative for india
With the change in guard, there is a sense
of pervasive hope that India will emerge
as the vanguard of new development –
growing rapidly and in a futuristic manner.
Vision documents, strategic plans,
outcome indicators and benchmarks are
being prepared at a frenetic pace. A road
map for “Transit Oriented Development”
and ‘mint fresh’ cities along transit
corridors
are
being
nuanced. In this context,
it is important to explore
the opportunity that
‘Smart Cities’ present,
especially for infusing
economic vitality into
the Country.

robust infrastructure, eco conservation,
cost-effective
solutions,
stakeholder
collaboration in development decisions are
in fact the very DNA of a Smart City!
Most national governments, international
agencies and transnational corporations
are increasingly viewing the smart city
concept as the base of sustainable growth..

Amusing for some and
confusing for many,
the very concept of a
smart city is indeed
mysterious
–
The
“smart”
landscape
is
littered
with
jargon, myths and
misconceptions. One
Today,
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a
has to strip off the
global
consensus
“surrealistic aspects”
that urbanization and
associated
with
economic development
smartness, to notice
are like conjoined twins –
that smart cities are
co-existing and creating
nothing but cities that
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prosperity. This was
are efficient, livable
President Foundation for Futuristic Cities ,
proved beyond doubt
an internationally acclaimed thought leader ,
and
sustainable
when India, a reluctant key note speaker and advisor on Smart Cities
- Technology and
urbaniser, missed the
Investments are just
“East Asian Miracle” ride
enablers of the same.
during late nineties. Economies like Japan,
Hong Kong, South Korea, Malaysia,
Unfortunately these two enablers are
Singapore that urbanized in a planned
viewed with skepticism leading to a great
manner enjoyed a double-digit growth.
resistance towards smart cities. Let’s
look at these two contentious issues
If India has to prosper, it has to ride not
objectively..
only the urban wave but the ‘smart city
wave’ too. Here’s why..
Even as some of us decry technology,
somewhere in India, a smart solution
Contrary to popular belief, smart growth
for either transportation, traffic or
is less about technology and is more
water supply is being implemented.
about sustainability. Efficient land use,
At an unprecedented pace and invisible
walk able neighborhoods, variety of
to the naked eye smart solutions are
transportation choices, affordable housing,
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penetrating the urban ecosystem.
While Smart Grid and Intelligent
Transportation pilots are getting off
ground. ‘Control and command centers ‘of
Rio de jenairo and Barcelona have caught
India’s imagination. Predictive Policing
is underway as surveillance enabled
safety corridors are sprouting in most
metros. India is exploring Wi-Fi zones,
Cities on Cloud and Connectivity that is
Ubiquitous. So anytime anyplace access
to high-bandwidth is being planned. Cloud
computing as a service is available just as
‘smart devices’ for accessing that. Open
access to public data is no more a dream
as India threw open its public data last
year!

from private sources, producing a 36:1
private-to-public investment ratio. The
project increased property tax revenue for
Portland by $1.3 million and the value of
the land shot up by 490 percent..
Perhaps what is really important to note is
that, smart development is nothing like the
erstwhile ‘public works’ of government. It
is an investment for sustainable economic
development with a promise of more Jobs,
more wealth, and better quality of life.
Shaping smart cities is in fact a heady
combination of ‘science of city’ and the art
of
Visionary leadership.  Little wonder there is
pervasive hope about India ….

While youngsters are training to crunch
terabytes of data that will soon be
generated by smart infrastructure, ‘Data
Scientists’ are busy building tools and
technologies around BIGDATA. India is
experimenting with cutting and bleeding
edge technologies while the world is
looking at us as a great ‘test bed ‘for the
same..
Technically speaking we are more than
ready but there is fear that investments
on smart cities far outweigh the benefits.
Yes, Smart Cities are investment heavy
but there are various models of funding both public and private. A case in point
is Portland, USA –the city’s brewery
blocks smart development was around
$300 million and Portland supplied $8
million. The remaining $292 million came
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